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在今天用『模擬』輔助『學習』，早不是件新鮮的事。
此處略為介紹

Pyroomacoustics
Summary
Pyroomacoustics is a software package aimed at the rapid development and testing of audio
array processing algorithms. The content of the package can be divided into three main
components: an intuitive Python object-oriented interface to quickly construct different
simulation scenarios involving multiple sound sources and microphones in 2D and 3D rooms; a
fast C implementation of the image source model for general polyhedral rooms to ef�ciently
generate room impulse responses and simulate the propagation between sources and
receivers; and �nally, reference implementations of popular algorithms for beamforming,
direction �nding, and adaptive �ltering. Together, they form a package with the potential to
speed up the time to market of new algorithms by signi�cantly reducing the implementation
overhead in the performance evaluation step.

Room Acoustics Simulation
Consider the following scenario.

Suppose, for example, you wanted to produce a radio crime drama, and it so happens
that, according to the scriptwriter, the story line absolutely must culminate in a satanic
mass that quickly degenerates into a violent shootout, all taking place right around the
altar of the highly reverberant acoustic environment of Oxford’s Christ Church cathedral.
To ensure that it sounds authentic, you asked the Dean of Christ Church for permission to
record the �nal scene inside the cathedral, but somehow he fails to be convinced of the
artistic merit of your production, and declines to give you permission. But recorded in a
conventional studio, the scene sounds �at. So what do you do?
—Schnupp, Nelken, and King, Auditory Neuroscience, 2010
Faced with this dif�cult situation, pyroomacoustics can save the day by simulating the
environment of the Christ Church cathedral!
At the core of the package is a room impulse response (RIR) generator based on the image
source model that can handle
Convex and non-convex rooms
2D/3D rooms
Both a pure python implementation and a C accelerator are included for maximum speed and
compatibility.
The philosophy of the package is to abstract all necessary elements of an experiment using
object oriented programming concept. Each of these elements is represented using a class and
an experiment can be designed by combining these elements just as one would do in a real
experiment.
Let’s imagine we want to simulate a delay-and-sum beamformer that uses a linear array with
four microphones in a shoe box shaped room that contains only one source of sound. First, we
create a room object, to which we add a microphone array object, and a sound source object.
Then, the room object has methods to compute the RIR between source and receiver. The
beamformer object then extends the microphone array class and has different methods to
compute the weights, for example delay-and-sum weights. See the example below to get an
idea of what the code looks like.

The Room class also allows one to process sound samples emitted by sources, effectively
simulating the propagation of sound between sources and microphones. At the input of the
microphones composing the beamformer, an STFT (short time Fourier transform) engine
allows to quickly process the signals through the beamformer and evaluate the output.

Reference Implementations
In addition to its core image source model simulation, pyroomacoustics also contains a
number of reference implementations of popular audio processing algorithms for
beamforming
direction of arrival (DOA) �nding
adaptive �ltering
We use an object-oriented approach to abstract the details of speci�c algorithms, making them
easy to compare. Each algorithm can be tuned through optional parameters. We have tried to
pre-set values for the tuning parameters so that a run with the default values will in general
produce reasonable results.

Quick Install
Install the package with pip:
1 pip install pyroomacoustics

The requirements are:
1 * numpy
2 * scipy
3 * matplotlib

是希望對『演算法』有興趣者，不止多個『⼯具箱』也。
由於樹莓派記憶體不多★蓋宜小不宜大矣☆

※ 參考 Delay Sum Beamforming

